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Alumni Gather For Homecoming
'29 Football Reunion
Marks Back-To-Bates
Holiday Festivities

Rosen Stresses Import
Of Eastern Languages

Karl M. Rosen of the French
Back-to-Bates Weekend this
and German departments spoke
year will highlight a reunion of
to the student body in chapel,
the 1929 championship team.
Monday, October 19, concerning
Thirty years ago this team trithe necessity of the study of the
umphed over Maine 6-0, Bowlanguages of the Far East and Afdoin
26-0 and Colby 7-6. Ralph
rica. Entitling his talk, "Lan"Red"
Long, a standout on this
guage and the National Interest
team,
will
be the featured alumor Language and the National
ni
speaker
at the Back-to-Bates
Defense," he outlined the progFootball Rally Friday evening.
ress the United States has made
Long, who played right guard, is
in promoting the study of such
now a teacher at Duxbury High
languages.
School, Duxbury, Massachusetts.
Rosen emphasized the need of
The
Back-to-Bates
Committee,
making
final
plans
for
Homecoming,
include:
(1.
to
r.)
American people in the foreign
The Rally which is slated to
Richard Vinal, Faith Vollans, Audrey Philcox, Harry Bennert, Gwendolyn Baker,
service and also in foreign trade
start at 7:30 p.m. will include
Linda Giraldi, David Nelson, Gerald Zaltman, and Colby Baxter.
to know the languages of others.
skits by the Cheerleaders and
"In 1959," he stated, "there were
the Class of 1960. The senior
three and a half million Americlass skits will follow the theme,
cans living and working in for"How Bates Changes" including
eign countries. To several billion
bits of the eras of 1900, 1929,
people in this world English is a
1942 and 1960. The emphasis
foreign tongue. Thus to get along
will be on "Ministers and Old
effectively with these people it
People", "The Flapper Style,"
is only fair that the Americans
"Girls" and finally the distinct
living abroad should become faThus, if any ice-box owner style of the "Class of '60". FolI'd like to take out a little time breakfast because of a shortened
miliar with the local language. for a more detailed report to you breakfast schedule.
can more adequately plead his
lowing this there will be an open
If one can get along in the other on recent Stu-C meetings and
case we welcome his suggestions.
Cites Ice-Boxes
language with the natives he has
j
house
in Chase Hall.
The Dean would be amenable to
l their results. We find ourselves
acquired a potential friend."
Another issue has loomed a satisfactory reason for allow, well established once again in
Reunite At Lawton's
Encourages Language Study
.the beginning of another year. around the corner this year. ing men to have refrigerators
Several
men
have
expressed
All returnees will have a
on
campus.
This tendency of the American ! Already Freshman Rules are
complaints about not being alabout
to
come
to
a
close.
Despite
chance
to observe the latest
people to neglect their language
lowed to keep refrigerators in Promotes Book
training is a factor in our de- the lack of violators this year,
changes
on campus. The 1929
Moving from the front in the
their dormitories. We sympafense system, believes Rosen. i we have managed somehow to
team
will
eat at its old training
thize whole-heartedly; an eve- battle for the inalienable rights
"The Russian people have recog- put in long meetings with the
of
the
student,
we
find
ourstable at the home of Mrs. Lawning snack within easy reach is
nized the value of being able to reappearance of annual procertainly a welcome and tasty selves in the area of intra-col- ton, 59 Franklin Street.
grams
and
new
issues
on
which
communicate with the people of
convenience. However, I am lege relations. Most of you by now
the world in each person's own to act.
The Bates-Maine football game
afraid that we will have to come are aware of Dean Zerby's protongue and have thus encouraged Examine Commons Problem
beginning
at 1:30 p. m. will mark
up with a better reason than posal concerning the campusthe study of languages."
wide
voluntary
reading
of
Eddy's
the
69th
encounter
between these
The first new issue to present this to justify this convenience.
Congress Passes Bill
itself this year has been the dif- The Council has looked into this College Influence on Student two teams. In this series Maine
The United States government ficulty experienced at the start rather thoroughly, having spoken Character. We think it is a good has won 34 games, Bates 29, with
has facilitated the study of lan- of the year with the new break- to both Dean Boyce and Mr. proposal, so good that we will be ! 5 ties. During the halftime period
guage through the army school fast hours. The Council has had Johnson, The reasons given for supplying books in the near fu- the 1929 Bates Championship
in California end also through repeated meetings with Mr. not allowing this privilege are ture in each men's dormitory.
Team will be introduced. Thirty
the Foreign Service Language Steele concerning this problem as follows: 1) fear of overloadThe project is based on the years ago this team beat Maine
Bureau in Washington, D. C. and has found him extremely ing the electric current; 2) idea that the college which 6-0 to begin its drive culminating
Congress passed a bill in Sep- amenable to a change in hours problem of waste and garbage thinks for itself, improves itself. in the State Series Title for
tember of 1958 which provided if absolutely necessary. The in the dorms; and 3) inadequate- We expect no revolution to come Bates. After the game, the Wofor institutes to train prospec- present breakfast time, however, ly fused refrigerators.
■ about as a result of this. But men's Athletic Association will
tive teachers of foreign lan- does make things much easier
These reasons are, we feel, to | certainly if more people do some hold an Alumni coffee hour in
guages, and which set up centers for Mr. Steele to work and also some extent valid. However, we thinking, along the same lines, the Chase Hall Ballroom.
offering instruction in Asian lan- makes life more bearable for the have expressed the feeling that about our whole purpose for beguages as well as area studies.
Commons workers from town in these problems feared could be ing here, the results could be Features Dance
Saturday night there will be
terms of getting to work in the eliminated and that refrigerator- quite perceptable in terms of
Proposes Plan
morning.
general campus attitude toward a Back-to-Bates Dance in the
owning
men
do
not
constitute
Rosen presented a plan by
our college, our work here and Alumni Gymnasium, featuring
Morever, the problem, except
which small colleges could in- for occasional -slow days, seems unalterably a menace to mainte- ourselves in the college situa- Lloyd Rafnell's orchestra with
crease their language facilities to have alleviated itself. After a nance policy and administration. tion. An hour a month with this entertainment by the Dean's
to compare with those of the study was taken by the Stu-C, However, the fact remains, that I book will raise some thought- Men and the Merrimanders.
in the face of these three underlarger universities. He proposed
including statistical counts of standable objections we can ' provoking questions and shed
Sunday, October 25, the Revthat several schools combine to
men coming to breakfast and only echo "it would be nice to ! some light on areas which con- erend T. Drew, D.D., '34, pastor
hire an instructor who would be
actual experience of members have them." This does not ade- I cern our lives in a most vital of the Asylum Hill Congregawilling to travel between the
! way. both here at Bates and tional Church, Hartford, Conn.,
themselves, it has been concludvarious schools. In the absence ed that any man can get to quately justify permission to ■ away.
'will deliver the sermon in the
have them, evidently.
of the instructor, students could
breakfast without being late to
traditional Back-to-Bates SunDiscusses Mayoralty
work individually with tapes and
an 8:00 class. In view of this,
Chapel. Reverend Drew was
1
Fina,|
the
recordings in the language.
question of Ma- day
we felt reluctant to ask Mr. Back-to-Bates Coffee j yoralty ynoted as an athlete and an actor
for
this
year
is
presently
Rosen concluded by emphasiz- Steele to make a change in
All Seniors are cordially
being discussed by the joint during his days at Bates.
ing that students really interest- hours which would conflict
invited to attend the Backcommittee
from both sides which
Culminating the Back-to-Bates
ed in learning a language should rather painfully with his setto-Bates Coffee, in the Chase
met
last
year.
The old horse is festivities will be an Open
"study by himself through the up: the problem has not turned
Hall Ballroom, immediately
not dead yet and we are ex- House at Thorncrag. Cider and
use of language recordings which out to be that acute. There is
following the Bates-Maine
ploring the possibilities for a doughnuts will be served from
are currently on the market."
no need for anyone to miss
football game, October 24.
(Continued on page eight)
3-5 p. m.

Letter To The Men's Assembly . . .

Stu-C Discusses Book, Loan Fund
Also Considers Breakfast Line
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Majority Leader Cites Beliefs BerkelmanDepictsDetails
On State Legislation In Maine Of Chapel Architecture
Robert G. Wade, Majority
Leader in the Lower House of
the Maine Legislature, spoke to
Citizenship Laboratory Thursday,
October 15, about his beliefs
concerning legislation on the
state level here in Maine.
Wade stated that "participating
and taking an active interest in
government" are very important.
He went on to say that in this
respect most people are in accord: "Government is important — important for the other
fellow!" This attitude must not
become prevalent; it was under
such conditions that other nations lost their privilege to participate in any portion of their
state or national government,
explained Wade.
Stresses Participation
Wade's second point of discussion was that "participation is
a privilege and, as such, should
involve a certain amount of sacrifice." President Eisenhower,
Supreme Court judges, and even
such people as precinct workers
have made many personal sacrifices in order to give their time
and energy to furthering the
work and ideals of good government, declared the guest speaker. Wade finds "participation in
government tremendously rewarding." Membership in the
Maine House is "the fulfillment
of an idea" that he first had
when he was a student here at
Bates.
Of all the different party systems of various countries, Wade
believes that our party system is
the most efficient. His reasons for
such belief were further disclosed in the discussion that followed the formal lecture: "(1)
it works; (2) once it was beyond
two, there would be 'the problem
of coalition, which would detract from the stability of government; and (3) responsibility
is more clearly defined."
Explains Weakness
When asked why the Republican Party seems to be losing

ground throughout the United
States and especially here in
Maine, Wade replied that "the
basic trouble is that it is suffering the ills of poltical prosperity." For such a long time the
Democratic Party amounted to
so little that many Republicans
got the feeling that it was the
party and did it all, explained
the majority leader. Wade* remarked that he was not sure
"whether the Republican Party
can snap out of it and get back
to where it was." Nevertheless,
he knows that "once they are in
real trouble they will tighten up
their belts and get things done."
According to Wade, one of
Maine's problems is that there is
too much turnover in the Maine
Legislature. This is a result of
the fact that in Maine, being a
rural state, one man may represent as many as a dozen towns
and three or four plantations.
"Gentlemen's agreements tend to
grow up," whereby town A will
elect a representative one year,
and town B the next. Under such
a system "seniority cannot grow
up."
Discusses Lobbyists
In response to a question concerning his opinion of lobbyists,
Wade felt that "good lobbyists
are very important, as they are
completely undissembling as to
whom and what they are for, and
save a lot of trouble when
special knowledge is needed."
As another part of the discussion. Wade answered inquiries as
to the duties of a majority leader. The main ones are: conducting caucuses, serving as an exofficio member of the Reference
of Bills Committee, and sounding
out the feeling of members of
the House when special issues
are on the next day's calendar.
In conclusion, Wade stressed
the fact that each citizen should
participate and take an active
interest in government, for "this
government is the very essence
of the American way of life."

"A speaker is supposed to be
full of his subject," said Professor Robert Berkelman, chairman of the English department at
the Friday morning assembly,
October 16. "But this morning my
subject is full of YOU," as Berkelman explained that he was referring to the chapel building itself.
Described in the catalogue as
the college's "most distinctive
structure," the chapel was dedicated in January, 1914 and is
now forty-five years old. Its
architectural style, English Collegiate Gothic, was patterned after the design of the chapel at
Cambridge University, England.
Characteristic of English Collegiate Gothic style is the rectangular construction of the edifice
with a turret at each of the four
corners.

CA Announces
Appoin tmen ts,
Plans Program

At their last meeting the CA
cabinet announced the appointments of the dormitory representatives for the women's houses.
They are as follows: Chase
House, Jean Ficken '62; Wilson
House, Martha Sikes '62; Hacker House, Diane Kreuter '62;
Frye House, Bernice Shulte '62;
Mitchell House, Janice Carroll
'62; Milliken House, Barbara
Slemmer ' 62; Whittier House,
Hannah Faulkner '60; Rand Hall,
Diane Sutcliffe '60; New Dorm,
Niki Zamanis '62 and Carroll
Goodlatte '62; Cheney House,
Joan Duarte '62. Final plans for
the Open House and the art show
were discussed at this time.
Distribute Cards
The cards for the voluntary
program of blood donation were
delivered to the various dorms.
Women may receive the cards
from the dormitory representatives; the men may get theirs
from the proctors. These cards
are to be mailed home as soon
as possible in order to receive
parental permission to participate in the program. CA emphasizes that the program is completely voluntary. Should a student volunteer his blood now
present time is the Mayoralty
and at a later date find that he
Campaign, 1960. Before the meetwould rather not go through with
ing, the present situation on this
it, he is not obligated to do so,
topic will be explained, either
in the STUDENT or by letters
to the men.
For A
The Council feels that should
Kosher
Style Meal
an insufficient number of men attend this meeting, it will feel
or Evening Snack
justified in assuming that there
IT'S
is little concern amongst the
GORDON'S
men concerning the Mayoralty
Serving Bates Students
issue. The Council also feels that
For 25 Years
men should express their opinDELIVERY SERVICE
ions either to a Council memon orders of $2 or more
ber individually or through their
187
Main St.
Tel. 3-1031
attendance at a regular Council
meeting.

Stu-C Desires Appraisals;
Men Urged To Speak
The Student Council voted on
October 14 to hold a meeting of
the Men's Assembly in the
near future, with the purpose of more closely allying the
work of the Student Council
with the interests, desires, and
beliefs of its constituents, the
members of the Men's Assembly.
At present the only way which
the feelings of the men may
reach the Council is by individual men talking with individual
Council members. The Council
feels it is evident that this haphazard way does not bring all
the feelings of the men to all the
Council members on issues of any
one period of time.
For the members of the Student Council it will be a lecture
and "kindly counsel, admonition, or warning," (Council Constitution, V, 2., e.) from the men.
The Council wants to hear what
men think it should be doing,
what views it should express to
the Administration as the views
of the men, and how the men
feel on certain issues. The issue,
the feelings about which the
Council especially wants to be
enlightened and advised at the

SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

Haze Day, Thursday, October
22, will be supervised by a StuG committee, with the ceremonies of debibbing and installation
following. Debibbing will take
place Thursday, October 22, at 7
p. m. in the Women's Locker
Building.
The freshmen will first entertain the upperclassmen with
skits, after which will follow the
debibbing
ceremonies,
then
freshmen finally part with the
bib and bow and non-coeducation
rules. Freshmen Installation will
' be Sunday, October 25, at 8:45
p. m. in the Bates Chapel.
Plans Exam
Installed by one of the world's
The board announced that a
greatest stained glass window- Blue Book examination will take
makers, the Connick Firm of place in the near future. A defiBoston, the altar window has a
nite date is to be announced at
sacred theme depicting the the next board meeting.
Lamb of God and the four
Stu-G is arranging a schedule
for freshmen visits to the
declares CA. Students are re- Wednesday evening board meetquested to cooperate in this pro- ings. The purpose is to acquaint
gram by returning the signed the freshmen with the board and
its functions.
cards as soon as possible.

strand
NOW PLAYING
through and Including
Tuesday, October 27

"The Warrior
And The
Slave Girl"
- and -

THE
CRIMSON KIMONO

"Come Clean'
8 lbs. . . . 60c

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

EMPIRE
ONE WEEK
Starts Today

THURS.-SAT.—
"ANATOMY OF A MURDER"
James Stewart - Eve Arden
"FORBIDDEN ISLAND"
with
Jon Hall
SUN.-TUES.—
"MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT"
Kim Novak - Fredrick March
"THE WILD AND
THE INNOCENT"
Audie Murphy - Joanne Dru
Sandra Dee
(Closed Wednesdays)

Stu-G Supervises
Debibbing, Skits;
Plans Examination

Describes Chapel
The interior of the chapel
strongly resembles that of Westminster Hall in London, with
its overhead rafters. Berkelman
noted the fine balance of richness
and simplicity within the chapel
by showing that it is not overly
ornate and yet not bare to the
point of austerity. He called attention to the "beauty and pattern" of the stained glass windows. Originally, he stated, the
chapel windows were of plate
glass, but through the generous
contributions of alumni, the dignity of the stained glass windows
was added.

Ritz Theatre
44 BATES STREET
LEWISTON

evangelists, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John. The windows
along the sides of the chapel present some of the figures significant in the intellectual development of Western culture. Figures
range from Aristotle of ancient
times to Beethoven of comparatively modern days.
Summing up his talk, Berkelman noted that if at times we
think that the chapel program
or speaker holds no interest for
us, we should meditate on the
beauty of the building itself.
"Listen to the architecture and
the windows," he said. "They
have much to say."

Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to -his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
ROSSANO BRAZZI
MITZI GAYNOR
SHOWN TWICE DAILY
2 p.m. 90c
8 p.m. $1.25

The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine
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Career Opportunities ...
• Scholarships
• Fellowships
Monday, October 26, the Women's Army Corps will be represented by Major Jessie Hotchkiss, WAC. Juniors and Seniors
are invited to discuss the Executive Training Programs.
Wednesday, October 28, the
Hayward - Radcliffe
Graduate
School will offer information on
their programs in business administration. The interviewer
will be Miss Ingley Hansmann.
For an interview students should
sign up in advance at the placement office.
Careers For Men
The Gillette Company is offer-

Calendar
Tonight
CA Cabinet Meeting, 7 p.m.
Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p m., Chapel
Thursday, October 22
Haze Day
Debibbing, 7:30 p.m., Women's Locker Building
Decapping, 7:30 p.m., Chase
Hall
Friday, October 23
Football Rally, 7:30 p.m.,
Alumni Gymnasium
Saturday, October 24
Coffee Hour, 4-5 p. m„ Chase
Hall
Dance, 8:30-11:45 p.m., Alumni Gymnasium
Sunday, October 25
Chapel Service, 9-10 a.m.
OC Open House, 3-5 p.m.,
Thorncrag
Stu-G Freshmen Installation,
8:45 p.m., Chapel
Tuesday, October 27
CA Bible Study, 7-8:15 p.m.,
Hathorn
YOUR FAVORITE
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
WATCH REPAIRING

%dmfdfk **
JEWELERS
SINCE 1859

UsamllQ

» it*ina. tat a

«1

STERLING PATTERNS
50 Lisbon Street Dial 4-5241

THE
CHRISTIAN SCIKNCK
, MONITOR

Three Foreign Students Join
Bates College Community

By PAUL FELLOWS "63
ing careers in administration
Among the 279 freshmen at
and finance, management, research, marketing research, and Bates this year, are three stusales. There will be no campus dents from foreign countries.
interview, but students may i They are Aikins Afful, who comes
contact the employment officer from Ghana; Miklos Harmati,
directly. Descriptive literature is from Hungary; and Kihing Sung
available at the Placement of- from Korea. The three boys are
all orientated with the school
fice.
now and are looking forward to
Contest For Women
Mademoiselle is providing three the college life Bates will offer
creative contests for women en- them.
i trants. The College Board ConAikins Afful is 23 years old and
test gives specific assignments to j was born in Accra, the capital of
be submitted by November 30 Ghana. In Accra he attended
Assignments
include
writing primary and secondary school and
about college experiences, car- then went on to Cabe Coast Coltooning and design, fashion and iegc. Here he took a two-year
promotion. The Fiction Contest course which is equivalent to our
accepts unpublished manuscripts pre-medical course. He then
until March 1, 1960. The Art I worked for a year in a medical
Contest accepts entries not larg- department in Ghana. He plans
er than 8%" by 11" until March \ to major in Biology at Bates.
1, 1960. Full information is ob- j Likes American Education
tainable at the Guidance Office.
"Nat," as Aiken is called by
I his friends, was happy about coming to the United States to study.
Chapel Schedule
The campus and the traditional
October 23
Bates "Hi!," impresses him a great
Music with Mary Morton, or- deal. Another reason why "Nat"
ganist; Richard Pease, gui- is especial.y glad t0 be here, is
tarist; Nona Long and Alan i that he has a friend from Ghana
Schmierer, violinists, and who is attending Bowdoin; so Nat
Richard G. Parker, pianist
is anxious to see the Bobcats
October 26
whip the Polar Bears this season.
R. W. E. DeWolfe, Chess InIn Ghana, he said, when one
structor and Lecturer
majors in a certain subject the
October 28
course consists mostly of that
Dwight R. Walsh, Instructor
. ° _ ,. .
, „ ,.
, particular subject and there is
in Religion and Cultural | f.,,,. ,,
,.. „. ,..,. .v., ....
little diversion. He feels that
the
Heritage
college education in this country,
where education is offered in various subjects, prepares the student for the many situations he
will encounter in later endeavors.
"Nat" is content with the
As some Bates students may American interpretation of jazz
have noticed during study peri- | and is quite fond of "Dixieland."
ods at Coram Library, a collec- ' He contends that most of the food
tion of thirty water-colors have . here is not spicy enough, but he
been placed on exhibition.
enjoys the All-American hot dog
Twenty-eight artists from the and Luiggi's pizzas,
six New England states present Appreciates Coed Students
local aspects of northern living
Miklos Harmati was born in
architecture, and greenery.
! Budapest, Hungary, and is 21
Appears In Magazine
j years old. In Budapest his educaThe paintings first appeared in tion consisted of eight years of
a group of seventy illustrations' elementary school. "Mike" said
in a special edition of the Ford that the elementary schools in
Times, "New England Journeys, Hungary are more advanced than
Number 5." Ford Motor Com- ours in that the pupils, beginning
pany then combined thirty of in the sixth grade study such
them into its "Exhibition Num- difficult courses as physics and \
ber 4." These are part of the Latin. After grade school Mike
"Traveling Exhibition
from worked in a factory for four
Ford Times Collection of Ameri- years. In 1957 he came to the
can Art."
United States and resided in

Coram Exhibits
Water Colors

ATTENTION, STUDENTS!

Subscribe Now
at Half Price*
You con read this world-famous
daily newspaper for the next six
months for $5, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —
Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials for you
(1)
LUBRICATION . . SI
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off

Luiggi's Pizzeria

Shown above are Kihing Sung, Aikins Afful and Miklos Harmati, three new foreign students at Bates.
Photo by vanBurk
Falmouth, Massachusetts. There three boys are familiar with the
he attended Lawrence High game of soccer and "Mike" can
be seen afternons practicing the
School.
game. "Mike" is on a full tuition
Welcomes Soccer
scholarship like the other two
"Mike" appreciates the atten- boys. He some day hopes to hang
tion he receives at Bates from his out his M.D. shield.
teachers, his roommates to whom
he is especially grateful, and Cities Amaze Korean
Kihing Sung, better known
from the attractive "coed" population. After high school he went around campus as "Sam," is 26
on to New Hampton preparatory years old and was born in the
school in New Hampshire. All Korean province of Choongnam.
He has been in the United
States now for six weeks. Before arriving at Bates he toured
Boston, New York, and Washington. "Sam" was amazed by the
size of these cities and by the
many impressive automobiles on
Haze Day, which ends the pe- the streets,
riod of freshman hazing, will oc- Prefers Classical Music
cur tomorrow, Thursday, October
In Korea, "Sam" studied phy22. This day of continuous hazing
sics and plans to continue to do
will end with the ceremonies of
so here at Bates. He prefers clasdecapping and debibbing.
sical music to jazz and his favorDecapping, which ends fresh- ite is Tchaikovsky's symphony
man rules for the men will take No. 6. "Sam" followed the World
place at 7:30 p. m., in Chase Hall. Series with great interest. He is
Freshmen, Student Council mem- a Dodger fan and, needless to
bers, and faculty advisers have say, quite a happy one now.
been invited to attend a brief soThe students at Bates wish the
cial period. Then with the presibest of luck in the future to
dent of Stu-C as master of cere"Nat," "Mike," and "Sam," and
monies the freshmen will present
are sure they will be successful
a series of short skits. The best
in all their attempts.
skit selected will be considered
for presentation at the Back-toBates rally the following eve-

Haze Day Ends
Frosh Rules;
Present Skits

nln

SRemove Caps, Bibs
The freshmen will their caps
for the last time at 9:30 thus signaling the end of the hazing period. The ceremony of Debibbing
brings to a close rules concerning
wearing of the bibs, ten o'clock
lights and non-coeducation. The
freshmen from the various dorms
will present skits in the Women's
Locker Building beginning at
7:30. These skits will be judged
on the basis of originality and
preparation by Professor Lena
Walmsley, Miss Janet Nell, Miss
Jeanne Mott and Miss Jacqueline
Perry.

— Features —

The Christian Science Monitor
P-CN
One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
'
Q 6 months $5 D I year $10
□ College Student Q Faculty Member

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

Name

Corner Horton and Saballus Streets

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE
Tel. 4-7326

To Eat Here and to Take Out

Call and Delivery

Telephone 2-0701
INCORPORATED

Address
City

Zone

DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
State

•This special offer available ONLY to college
students, faculty members, and college libraries.

CLEANSERS & FUbmutd
College Agent, Diane Pannier

OC Introduces
Year's Officers
To Class Of '63

Last Saturday, members of the
freshman class assembled in front
of Roger Williams Hall and
from there embarked to Thorncrag Mountain where they re-assembled at the lodge at the top of
the bluff. The purpose of this
meeting was the annual Outing
Club Freshman "Get-Acquainted" Open House. Here the members of the freshman class were
introduced to the duly elected
officers of the Outing Club and
its functions, purposes and ac->
tivities scheduled' for the present
academic year.
Cites Activities
The president of the Outing
Club, David Nelson *60, introduced the freshman class to Peter
Achorn and Barbara Cressy, the
directors of that afternoon's program. Then the other council
members were introduced and
the manner in which they acquired their positions was ex(Continued on page eight)
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P*m?

Editorials
Praise
We would like to depart from our traditional editorial policies in presenting a word of praise to the student body and to
the faculty. Very seldom does the STUDENT offer praise or
simply express a hearty "thanks" to such a random number
of people, but we feel that a "pat-on-the-back" will insure the
readers of the STUDENT that we stand fully behind their
sincere beliefs, actions, and commitments.
The editorial staff, in publishing a weekly paper, developing editorial policies, and presenting students' opinions (Council and Lecture Series reviews, Letters to the Editor, etc.),
acknowledges the overwhelming enthusiasm of student support for the college paper. Bates College is unique in that
such a large mass of the populace reacts to editorials with
clear, sincere opinions.
Having received so much student opinion and ideas on last
week's editorial (A Roman Catholic President?), we were
simply surprised at the amount of student forthright thinking and stand taken on this issue. We received a multitude
of student opinion criticizing the editorial, but more important
was the fact that each student courageously came out with
his own expressed thoughts and ideas, without fear of any
reproachment or social ostracism from his fellow classmates.
The question raised in last week's editorial, whether religion
was a dead or a live issue, was answered by the overwhelming amount of campus discussion on this issue.
Once again, may we emphasize our stand — we only seek
student opinions, and ideas. We praise the students, and also
the faculty for the avid interest taken not only in campus
affairs, but most certainly in world-wide affairs. Gone are the
days of the narrow minded teacher, skilled in only his own
art. Today we see on this campus professors offering free
comments and ideas to the many varied questions of our
times. We praise the faculty for their interest in student
ideas, but moreover we praise the students for their sincere
interest in campus affairs.
Campus Lacks Apathetic Spirit
We congratulate the students, on effectively putting into
practice the idea of the division of labor. Bates is unlike so
many apathetic institutions where the burden of responsibility and work lies on the shoulders of a very few.
Nowhere, but Bates have we seen so many matured
students not only, willing to take responsibility, but willing
to stand out and say that he believes this or does not believe
that. Other campuses may have their desk-ridden, bookwormed students of few interests, but Bates can rightly accept the deserved praise for its development of well-rounded
students — students who are forever interested in new ideas
and thoughts, while forming their own and communicating
them effectively to their fellow humans. Yes, we praise students not only for their expressions of belief, as published in
the STUDENT, but for their courageous, unadulterated stand
taken throughout the campus on issues relevant to the student
of today. With each graduating class goes not just a certain
number of students, but go rather different ideas, different
opinions, widely educated minds, and the courage and, convictions for potential effective leadership and creativity,
which will some day reflect back upon the name of Bates.
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By RICHARD CARLSON '62
Jazz is in a perplexing period.
The serious music listener may
attend the Newport Jazz Festival only to find the Maynard
band following Chuck Berry,
Count Basie following Ahmad
Janal, Thelonious Monk following Dakota Staton, and the
Kingston Trio and Pat Suzuki on
the same program with Stan
Kenton and Dave Brubeck. This
paradoxical situation is explained
away by the fact'that jazz is coming of age, that it is being recognized as part of American
music (whether or not this is
good for jazz has yet to be
proved).
Loses Jazz Job
Red Camp is not a jazz pianist
and never has been. The greatest
thing he ever did for the jazz
world was to get fired from Bob
Crosby's Bobcats after three days
as the band's piano player in late
1936; so that the then unknown
Bob Zurke could have the opportunity to develop into one of
this country's leading jazz pianists (winning the Down Beat poll
in 1939).
What we witnessed Saturday
night as a part of the College
Concert and Lecture Series, was
not an intricate chronology of
jazz' progress over its fifty-odd
years of existence, but rather a
kind of pseudo - jazz - cocktail
music played by a dance band
pianist. I would venture to say
(hat we heard not one iota of improvised statement. Camp, at
most, would tinkle his way
through two choruses of any of
his selections, ending them as
abruptly as they began (apparently so anxious to get through
one and into another that he
would stand up before he was
finished playing). It was like
trying to understand a novel by
reading only the chapter headings.
At
intermission
I
asked
Camp why he didn't spread out
and take off into a real jazz study
of some song. He replied that the
first half of the concert had been
historical and that the second
half would certainly satisfy me
since "this'll be how I really play
piano." Oddly enough, the second half was just as agonizing as
the first as he played one or two
choruses of such "jazz gems" as
"Nagasaki," "Trinidad," "Jazz
Waltz," "Tea for Two," "Ain't
She Sweet," and "Ballin" the
Jack!"
Shows Occasional Imagination
Camp did show genuine musical imagination at times, especally in harmony ("September in
the Rain"), but his lack of serious discipline and abundance of
hoke made the evening, as far
as creativity is concerned, a flop.
If I had had a cocktail in my
hand, his general effect on me
might have been different.
(Continued on page five)

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
Just as it is difficult to find
the right words to express sympathy, so it is just as difficult to
express gratefulness.
My father and I were overwhelmed by the kindness of
everyone, especially you here,
who remembered us at a very
trying time.
All we can say is thank you,
but these two words come from
our hearts.
Elvia Magnuson '60

Coed Expresses Opinions
On Our "Cultural Desert"
By JUDITH TRASK '63
It has been stated that any
firm belief, even in one's own
lack of knowledge, is better than
complete ignorance. If a person
is to achieve any degree of success he must know his values,
realize his limitations, and state
his ideas concisely; otherwise his
voice will not be heard above the
outcry of the masses. In short, a
man must know how to think —
he must formulate his own opinionsjpn the vital issues of education, science, politics, and religion. A young minister once said
that "reading the Bible is like
eating a banana — one must
know what part to eat and which
to discard." Many people would
disagree with him on this account, yet he was influential in
establishing the doctrines of a
church because he believed in
this definition.
Majority Only Follows
Today, the great majority of
the populace are followers. As
children they are led by parents and teachers, as adults by
labor or political leaders. If
such sheep are pursuaded to
vote, they will probably always
cast their ballots for the same
party because their parents did,
or because it is a tradition in
their particular town or class.
They do not have the mental
energy to choose the best candidate for an office, and thus demagogues and scoundrels may determine the future of a nation.
The average American of the
nineteen fifties watches television, goes to movies, and reads
newspapers. He may, on occasion, scan a magazine, read a
condensed book or, if bored, purchase a paper-back novel. He listens to "soap-operas" and "rockand-roll" music on the radio and
may or may not pay attention to
news broadcasts. Thus, in passive indifference, he conforms to

the accepted mode of behavior
for the middle classes.
EducaiedPersonsDetermineFuiura
Somehow he must be jolted
out of this arid cultural desert.
It is not right that art museums,
concert halls, and libraries
should remain empty while
drive-in movies and record hops
overflow each Saturday night. In
their youth, the children of this
country must be taught the value
of originality. They must be
made to think. They must have
definite beliefs — about their
place in the world, about democracy, peace, and religion — and
they must be willing to defend
these beliefs, or else the vegetating people of America will
follow the leader into destruction.
And where does the liberal
arts college fit into this picture?
It is generally realized today
that the educated persons can
and should determine the future
of their world. Therefore, education is the primary aim of such a
college. But mere knoweldge is
useless without wisdom, and wisdom cannot be taught.
College Musi Challenge
The liberal arts colleges, then,
must try to awaken the intellectual curiosity of their students,
and to make them want to think
creatively and individually. This
can be done through challenging
class lectures and also through
optional programs such as the
concert-lecture series ^nv at
Bates.
But true intelligence cannot be
mass-produced. The responsibility for self-education lies within
each person, and each college
student should realize that his
future is vitally interconnected
with that of his country and his
world. It is his job to make this
future as secure as possible. It
is his duty to see that there is
a future.

Letter To The Editor
October 18, 1959
To the Editor:
I believed that last Saturday
night produced the most mismanaged Concert and Lecture Series
event in its history.
Red Camp, noted jazz pianist,
has probably played in worse
conditions, but not many. It has
been said that the best audience
is one that is alive and receptive. Saturday night's audience
was far from that, although they
were not to blame. I don't know,
and doubt whether students are
in the habit of leaving a performance such as this, but this
Saturday night nine (9) students
left within an hour.
Cites Need For Rhythm
Most people agreed the show
would have been better if there
had been some rhythm accompanying Mr. Camp. I don't know
the reasons why there wasn't.
Why, to begin with, was the
show held in the gym? The
Bates Alumni Gymnasium has
never been known to have good
acoustics, and Saturday's conditions were miserable.
O.K., it was in the gym. Why
no microphone for Mr. Camp?
He spoke between songs, and it
was amusing to see the people in
the first six or seven rows laugh

while the others appeared
puzzled, shrugged their shoulders,
and forgot about it.
IllustralM Backdrop
At least the subtle atmosphere
of a poorly lighted stage was
pleasant. And, for those who
were there, wasn't the stage
beautiful? There was Red Camp
in his tuxedo, playing on the
grand piano, with the luscious
backdrop of red bricks, a row
of wooden chairs against the
back wall, the old piano that is
always seen on the stage, and a
beautiful piece of canvas rolled
| up underneath the piano. I felt
as though my camp canoe instructor was giving me final instructions for a two week canoe
trip.
Why would it not be possible
to hang a semi-circular curtain
behind the performer for future
performances of this type? Maybe it would help a little, huh?
Questions Satisfaction
Last week the STUDENT said
that the Concert and Lecture
Series announced: "Red Camp
promises an excellent performance on the Bates College campus." Is the Concert and Lecture
Series satisfied?
Sincerely,
Jame* Swartchild '62
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Favorite Watchman Earns
Well-Deserved Acclaim
By J. CURRY '61
Who is Edward J. Carrier?
What does this name evoke in
the minds of the Bates students?
Nothing? Let me introduce you
to him.
Edward J. Carrier, more commonly known as Ed, "Lightning,"
and a host of other names, has
been cited as Favorite Night
Watchman of all time. Everyone
is familiar with the sight of this
Guardian of the Night in his uniform of blue sweater, dungarees, and burdensome time clock at
the "ready" position covering the
lovable form of our boy Ed.
Meets Many Students
Ed admits to being born before the turn of the century, as
his time of retirement is not too
far in the future. Ed has worked
most of his life driving trucks all
over the United States. He has
been employed at Bates for four
years now, and enjoys his work,
especially the students he meets
on his rounds.
"Lightning's" duties are mainly that of Night Watchman. This
sounds like a relatively dull job,
but Ed's experiences have been
many and varied, as many dark
Lewiston nights hold much in
store for more than the just casual observer. Raiding Bowdies,
scavenging adolescents from
town, frightened coeds with late,
late cases, thieves, and other
creatures of the night have met
their fate at the hands of Ed.
Perhaps some of you readers will
remember last year's raid by a
contingent of Bowdies on several girls' dorms. Armed with his
sense
of
humour,
physical
strength, and formidable clock,
Ed put down the guerillas singlehandedly. Ed's objective is
tranquility on the campus, and he
gets it.
Perhaps even more important
to the campus is Ed's sense of
humour and his little bits of
philosophy which any interested

Bates Students Enjoy Europe;
Zerby Tour Widens Horizons
Ed. note: This article continues the series on the summer activities of Bales students. Barbara Hoehling was
one of several Bates undergraduates who participated
in the Zerby Tour.

By BARBARA HOEHLING '60
What does Europe look like?
Do the people look and act like
us? Will language differences
create an uncomfortable barrier?
Is the food really as disastrous
to our delicate systems as many
had warned us? And, most important, how will it feel to live
on land which breathes the traditions, customs, art, politics, and
religions of many centuries before our young country was even
Edward J. Carrier
dreamed of? These and a whole
listener can easily glean in five stream of other questions were
minutes conversation. Always answered, at least partially, as
ready with an anecdote or little
story, always ready to trade
quips, always ready to offer advice on anything from campus
Belated congratulations and
policy to the amusements of town best wishes to married, Dotty
is Ed.
(Schoppe) '59 and Jon Putnam
Ed is a renowned conversation- •61.
alist in either English or French.
The new "John" in Smith
His figures of speech are coloris
certainly getting to see all
ful, if not earthy. Here are a few
the highlighted spots on
Edisms:
campus — Is this becoming a
On Bowdies — "We don't want
tradition?
the /°8"$@&%t§ down here unless they're invited, and I'll tell
"And who ate the chalk this
'em so."
morning?"
On Bates coeds — "Nice girls."
NEXT weekend is expectOn his Boss — "He signs my
ed to have a large variety of
check."
"imports." What about a
Remains Undaunted
Tariff?
Most of all, Ed, "Lightning,"
To appease all the CULTURAL
or whatever, is a person with a
wonderful
personality
with HERITAGE "Enthusiasts" —
whom I am proud to be acquaint- 1. "It is easy to read Plato, difficult to read his commentators.
ed. I am not alone in my sentiments toward this Keeper of Or- 2. "Only write a dozen lines, and
rest on your oars forever, you
der in the gloom of the Maine
are dear and necessary to the
night. Neither cold, sleet, pithuman race and worth all the
goers, vandals, or boisterous
old and rumpery Plutarchs
blasts will stay him from his apand Platoes and Bacons of the
pointed rounds.
world.
Here's to you, Edward J. Car3. "All the thoughts of a turtle
rier.
are turtle."
(Emerson)
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Sheraton Hotels
STUDENT-FACULTY
DISCOUNTS
Hare's money-saving news
for students, faculty and all
other college personnel. During weekends and college
vacations, Sheraton offers
you special low rates — even
lower rates when two or more
occupy the same room.
Special group rates are provided for athletic teams,
clubs, other college organizations.
You get these discounts at
any of Sheraton's 54 hotels
in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada. Just present your
Sheraton I.D. card when you
register. To get a Sheraton
I.D. card, contact:
Mr. Pat Grim
Colltg. Ralatlont D.pl.
Shtraton Corp.

470 Atlantic Av*.
■•lion. Mail.

(Continued from page four)
I know Warfield cost money
and therefore the jazz lovers had
to settle for this guy, but next
year please . . . PLEASE . . .
give us a break!
Who knows? With a little
practice and more study, Red
Camp might turn out to sound
almost like a hip Jose Melis!

DsWITT
HOTEL

Bealism of the Week: "It
was a pip of a movie, but a
dickens of an ending."
J. B. has been trying awfully
hard for coeducational dorms.
They don't seem to be having too
much luck, though — What do
you think, barefoot girl?
"Ill bet you thought it
was made of sandstone,
didn't you, huh? Well, it
isn't; it's granite." Guess
who!
"It was a rather dapper
crowd Saturday nite!"

Nearest the College
DINING
ROOM

DAY'S

COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

Tel. 4-5491

i jewelers - Opticians
i

84 LISBON ST.

FOR THE BEST IN

GOOD THINGS
TO EAT
Come to

COOPER'S
After The Maine Game
Sabattus Street

FIVE

LEWISTON

L

• •:•

.Estella Pike
DRESSMAKER
Men's and Women's Alterations
of All Types
Dresses - Suits - Gowns - Copies
64 Lisbon St.
ST 2-4335

Hungerburg. A cog railway took
us up and down the mountain between our hotel and the town of
Innsbruck. Austria is famous for
cows, mountain chalets and lederhosen. However, most Austrians never wear lederhosen —
just "gung-ho" American tourists!
See Rome, Venice, Capri
Two weeks were spent in Florence, Italy. During this time,
guided tours were conducted
every day by our leaders, Dr.
Healy taught a course in Cultural
Heritage, and many in the.group
took trips on their own to Rome,
Venice, Capri, and other places of
interest. Daphne Scourtis spent
five days visiting relatives in
Greece.
Richard Larson '60 and Elvia
Magnuson '60, who traveled with
the Zerby Tour, are pictured
above in Trafalgar Sq., London.
the next eight weeks progressed.
Begin Tour In London
The "Zerbyites'" first week
and a half was spent in the British Isles, a very easy introduction
to European living. London is
similar to American city life, but
there are still many big differences. First of all, London Is old.
Along the Thames is the Tower
of London, the royal castle where
Mary, Queen of Scots, walks with
her head tucked underneath her
arm! Then we find tradition.
Guards still stand like straight
boards in front of Buckingham
Palace, probably silently cursing
all the camera-happy tourists.
Most apparent in London, however, is the tribute paid to the
great artists and literary figures,
royalty, church hierachy, and
military heroes. In the crypt of
St. Paul's Cathedral, not only the
huge tomb of the Duke of Wellington, but the black, barbaric
funeral coach, which was drawn
by six black horses is also preserved.
Munich Impresses "Zerbyites"
After spending a few days in
Edinburgh, we crossed the channel and spent our first four days
on the Continent in Amsterdam.
Anyone who is acquainted with
the Great Plains is prepared for
Holland; otherwise it will come
as a surprise. The land is absolutely flat! But, it is a very beautiful land, filled with cows, dikes,
windmills, and bicycles! (There
are many more bicycles than
cars!)
Munich, Germany, was one of
the most interesting cities we
visited. Since World War II,
which destroyed about one-half
of Munich, the German people
have almost completely restored
their beloved churches, monuments, and many museums and
other public buildings. If you
consider the amount of damage
done and the time they've had to
rebuild everything, you can't
help but be struck by the speed
and determination with which
they've worked! Of course, there
are many attractions, such as the
Hofbrauhaus which must not be
missed by anyone who wants a
real taste of German culture!

The daily routine in Italy is
very different from any of the
other countries we toured. Because of the heat, everyone collapses between noon and abouf
3 p. m. Then, many shops stay
open until 8 or 9 o'clock at night.
Also, the vast amount of macaroni, spaghetti, lasagne, etc., is
overwhelming! It is very difficult
to find pizza, however. Luiggi's
still can't be beat!
"Paris Belongs To America"
After we left Italy, we spent
four days in Lausanne, Switzerland — then on to Paris, our last
stop before leaving from LeHavre on August 20. Although
many in the group enjoyed other
parts of the trip better, most will
agree that Paris was an excellent
place in which to end the trip.
Never a dull moment!
First of all there's the Louvre,
which would just barely fit onto
the Bates campus. Then there's
Notre Dame, Tuileries, the Eiffel
Tower, Arc de Triomphe, Champs
Elysees, the Lido, and, last but
not least, the Caveau de la Huchette on the Left Banks, which no
one could find! Yes, there's plenty
to do in Paris, but don't expect
to see any Parisiens! We began
to think, from the population of
Americans there, that Paris,
France, is just a big joke! Paris
really belongs to America!

Europeans Want Peace
When we finally boarded the
Ascania and started heading
westward, everyone began to
evaluate the summer. We liked
Big Ben, the Deutches Museum,
the Ponte Vecchio, and Versailles,
but these are not the most important things that we will remember.
We can never forget the people.
Many
spoke
languages
we
couldn't understand, wore different-looking clothes, and lived by
customs we weren't used to, but,
in one way, they are very similar to Americans. They want
peace, and, being so close to
Communist borders, they want it
more than many of us can really
understand. Individually, each of
these countries is too small to
fight for world peace in a cold or
hot war. Even collectively they
are not very big. They have to
work with other nations who
share their hopes. Therefore,
when I think of Europe, I think
of the hopes the people have in
common with Americans and the
importance of American strength
in directing the way toward
Communte By Cog Railway
peace.
In Austria, we stayed in a
(Continued on page eight)
small mountain village called
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By ALAN WAYNE
EN ROUTE FROM MIDDLEBURY, VT., VIA McCULLOUGH TURNPIKE, LINCOLN GAP (ELEV. 4500 ft.),
STARR KING, N. H., AND GILEAD, ME. — What could
conceivably turn into a horror show for returning Alumni,
the outgoing Class of 1960 and others will unfold this Saturday on the Garcelon meadow when the University of Maine
juggernaut faces the battered but hopeful Bates Bobcats in
the 1959 edition of Homecoming Day — Twin City style. This
game also marks the resumption of the colorful and unpredictable Maine State Series competition the results of which
will be noted somewhere on these pages durng the next three
weeks,. Defending champion Colby will be' at Bowdoin. Also
the STUDENT Sports Staff will publish its annual All-Maine
selections in the November 11th issue and as an added feature, my colleague will be handling our first endeavor into
the contest field which could develop into an interesting bit
of fraud. First, some comments on the future and the past.
However, before that mention should be made of the fact
that we have just spotted our 3,587th Vermont cow. This one
was especially noteworthy as he was standing in the middle
of the road with his companions which made things
exciting . . .
Saturday's meeting marks the 69th gathering between the
two schools since 1893 with Maine leading the series with 34
wins against 29 losses. There have been five ties. The Bobcats
have been the perennial underdog in this series since its
conception. However, in this tightly-knit conference upsets
are almost a certainty — i.e., Colby's thrilling 16-13 victory
over Maine last year. Seniors will remember the fantastic
19-13 upset that the Bobcats and Bob Martin pulled on UM
at Orono in 1956. The following year John Makowsky scored
with two minutes left to help the Garnet please a Homecoming gathering, 7-0. However, last year things ran closer
to form. Losing 8-0 at the half, the 'Cats succumbed to the
mighty Maine ground machine, 40-0. Despite only one win
in their first five starts, Maine, with a strong veteran line
backed up by a depth-laden backfield, can be counted on to
provide the yokels with plenty of action. The freshman laden
locals are weaker than last year to be sure and are suffering
defeats which to a great extent can be chalked up to inexperience . . .
It is doubtful if the 'Cats plan to play dead this weekend —
that humiliating 40-0 defeat hasn't been forgotten. Also, this
will be the last home football game for the Class of 1960 and
consequently the last Homecoming Day for seniors Capt. Jim
Wylie, Jack Flynn, Bill Hayes, Dick Barry, Jim Gallons, Bob
Muello, Vin DiGangi, and Dick LaPointe. Let's say that we're
hopeful — hopeful of another miracle . . .
*
*
*
BOBCAT BANTER: Coach Bob Hatch felt his team showed
improvement despite suffering another disappointing and
costly defeat last weekend. "We moved the ball well on our
touchdown march which went 96 yards — all on the ground —
which is quite a feat. We showed that we could hang onto
the ball — something which we couldn't do against Worcester. Middlebury simply played much better than we expected
them to. The loss of fullbacks Bill Lersch and Dick LaPointe
and halfback Dennis Tourse for the second half hampered
our play. One week we can't get the passes away, the next
week we can't hold onto them," said Hatch in reference to
the numerous and crucial dropped passes. "I guess it's to be
expected from amateurs," he added. Both Lersch and LaPointe are question marks for Saturday. Brad Greene will
see limited service, while star sophomore guard, Don Morton,
has dropped football due to a severe knee injury suffered in
the Tufts game. His abscence will be sorely missed . . . Hatch
stated that "Maine is the team to beat in State Scries play"
and felt that Bates has shown improvement, but mistakes
are playing their part . . . The soccermen will entertain Colby
Friday afternoon to kick off the Homecoming festivities while
the harriers will host the University of New Brunswick Saturday morning . . .
*
*
*
As for the scenic, enlightening, hilarious and unpredictable
safari made by five Bates men and the celebrated "bowl",
much of what went on is unprintable. However, the valiant
contingent lent much needed vocal support to the Bobcats
and otherwise made their presence known and not to be forgotten by the Panthers' followers. And as the local yokel commented on the chilly weather engulfing Middlebury's Main
St.: "Tain't nothin' compared to what's comin', ayeh ..."
the bowl and its designers should make another striking
appearance soon . . .

Bates Harriers
Staggered By
Pale Blue Team

Rushforth Nets Three
To Pace Soccermen

A powerful nucleus of University of Maine distance runners
outdistanced the Bobcat harriers
Saturday, defeating Bates by a
perfect score of 15-50. Led by
veteran Bill Daly and Sophomore
Mike Kimball, Maine swept the
first seven places in the 4.2 mile
race held at Orono.

Dave Rushforth, versatile
sophomore center halfback,
pounded three goals into the nets
in the Bates soccer club's 5-3
victory last Thursday over St.
Francis College of Biddeford.
The former All-Connecticut
schoolboy halfback from Wethersfield pounded in a 35 foot shot
from directly in front of the goal
in the first quarter and added
two more in the fourth quarter
on another outside shot and a
penalty kick.
Bates 2-0 At Halftime
Despite the persistent offensive attempts of St. Francis' predominantly South American line,
the Bobcats held a 2-0 advantage
at the halftime intermission.
Shortly following Rushforth's
first goal, freshman Al Doherty
booted one into the open corner
of the goal cage as Ralph Bixler
centered the ball from right wing
to set up the score.
The third quarter saw both
teams fail to score in a period
marked by rugged contact and
the whistling of many fouls by
student referees Dick Wilson
and Bill Small.
Team Effort Realized
Rushforth slammed home his
second tally in the opening minutes of the final stanza to give
the Garnet kickers a 3-0 lead.
Up by three, co-captains Yerg
and Turner, and Dr. Wright, the
club advisor, worked all 28
members of the club into the
contest. A few defensive lapses
by Batesmen getting experience

Smith Finishes 8ih
Rudy Smith, finishing 8th, was
the first Bobcat home followed
by Larry Boston in 10th. Boston
has now steadily moved up in
position with every meet. Right
behind Larry were Dewitt Randall in 11th and Pete Schuyler
in 14th. Roger Bates and Rob Davidson completed the Bates finish.
Slovenski Comments
In defeating Bates, Maine once
again displayed itself as a powerhouse of experienced distance
runners, the likes of which Bates
is sure to meet again in track.
Coach Slovenski, although not
satisfied, was not surprised however, by their show of strength
in the meet. Commenting on the
defeat he stated that "we were
outclassed by a group of seasoned
distance runners. Our main problem is depth, the lack of which
has prevented us from developing the pack style of running."
Next Saturday Bates meets
New Brunswick here at
home, the race starting at the
corner of Pettengill Street
and Central Avenue. Starting time is 11:00 a.m.

under fire for the first time enabled Ray Ouellette and Eddie
Paez to register two quick markers for the Larks. The Bates defensive unit of Mines, Grentzenberg, Yerg, Adams, Rushforth,
and Allen staved off any further
St. Francis offensives until the
'Cats boosted their margin as
Rushforth booted in a penalty
kick and skinny wing, Dave
Kramer, scored on a booming shot
from the left side. St. Francis
brought the final count to 5-3
when right inside Alphonse Berard scooted one past Agnos in
a goal mouth melee.
Mines Shines
Fullback Jeff Mines made a
great play in the second quarter
when he slapped a sure Lark goal
out nets on a play in which
goalie Art Agnos came out to
meet the attack and left an open
net. St. Francis was awarded a
penalty shot because Mines used
his hands on the play, but the
Venezuelan Eddie Paez' penalty
kick was high over the goal as
were his shots on two other penalty kick attempts.
Bates introduced its new corner kick play in this game. It is
a basketball type play which has
four linemen line up perpendicular to the goal, then break as the
ball is kicked. A large crowd was
on hand to see the Bobcats bring
their season record to 2 and 1,
and with good weather conditions
a large Homecoming soccer game
crowd should be on hand when
Bates plays Colby at 2 p. m. Friday afternoon.

Weekly State Series Football Contest
Starts With This Saturday's Selections
Will you please consider being
five dollars richer?
Here are the rules. Follow
them carefully:
The object of the THE
STUDENT'S FOOT BALL
CONTEST is to select the
scores of the two State Series
contests which will be played
this Saturday.
Contestant must personally
prepare his or her entry and
print his or her own name
and dorm address on his or
her entry, which must also
be personally signed. Each
entry must be in the receptacle which will be located
in front of the college students' mail boxes in Chase
Hall by 10:00 p.m. Friday,
October 23.
In event of postponement
See our selection of
Diamonds and Gold Jewelry
Watches and Watch Bracelets
Birthsione Rings
Costume Jewelry
China - Crystal
Silverware
Convenient Clocks
$1.00 to
Terms
Gifts
$2,000.00

of any game or a change in
the schedule necessitating its
being played on a day other
than scheduled or game being played prior to contest
deadline or contest not being
played as listed, then such
game is automatically excluded from the contest.
A first prize of $5.00 will
be awarded the individual
whose entry names most
selections correctly. If no
one is able to give both
scores correctly, the entry
with the nearest score will
be declared the winner. In
case of absolute ties duplicate prizes will be awarded.
The winner will be announced in the issue of THE
STUDENT(dated the Wednesday after the week-end the

CONTEST NO. 1 — OCTOBER 24

Maine
Colby
Name
Address

JEWELER '

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

Signature
83 Lisbon Street

Lewiston

games are played). Decisions
of the judges will be final in
all cases.
Each contestant is limited
to one set of selections in
fairness to others. Each entry must be personally signed
by the contestant. Entries not
personally signed will not be
accepted.
Any person or persons may
enter this contest, excepting
employees of The Student
and their families.
No entry prepared by use
of a duplicating device, such
as printing, muliigraph or
mimeograph machines, will
be accepted as this violates
the spirit of the rule that
"each contestant is limited
to one set of selections in
fairness to others."

at Bates
:

at Bowdoin
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Homecoming '59 ~ Bates vs. Maine
By BILL DAVIS

HOMECOMING HOPEFULS — These eleve n Bobcats will probably answer the starting
gun on Saturday against Maine. Kneeling, (1. to r.) Dick Gurney, right end; Dick Ellis,
right tackle; Dick Jeffers, right guard; Bill Hayes, center; Jack Flynn, left guard; John
Eelmont, left tackle; Capt. Jim Wylie, left end. Standing, Dennis Tourse, right halfback; Bill Lersch, fullback; Bill Davis, quarterback; Webb Harrison, left halfback.
Clouiier, U. of M., Leads
Slate Football Scoring Parade
Two sophomore halfbacks, Dave
Cloutier of Maine and Dennis
Tourse of Bates are one-two in
and drove to the Panther 15, the state scoring derby prior to
where a fumble and a 15-yard State Scries competition.
penalty combined to stop the
Passes Tourse
drive.
Cloutier scored two TD's and
Late in the opening period a
Middlebury drive was halted on rushed for two more points to
the Bates 32 when sturdy flanker overtake Tourse who was held
Dick Gurney picked off a Panther scoreless last weekend for the
pass. A couple of plays later, first time this season. Tourse had
Middlebury's Hubbard intercept- held the lead from the beginning
ed a Bates pass on the Bobcat 41 of the season.
to start the Panthers on their
Herm Smith of Colby holds
first scoring drive.
down the third spot with 20
A 53-yard Middlebury pass points followed closely by teamplay from QB Morse to end Al mate Bob Nigro with 18. Nigro
Ross set up Atkinson's first tally. scored two touchdowns last Saturday to jump into contention.
Start Sustained March
Several
Tied For Fifth
Following the third period
Middlebury TD, a Bates fumble Bowdoin's Bob Hawkes, Colby's |
on the return kickoff put the ball injured George Roden, Bowdoin's j
on the Bobcat four-yard line. Bill Widmer, and Colby's Bruce I
With quarterback Bill Davis and Kingdon are deadlocked for fifth
halfbacks Jim Keenan and Cur- place with fourteen apiece. Five
tis doing the heavy carrying, other players, including Bill Davis
Bates moved the ball to a first of Bates, are tied for sixth with
down on the Middlebury three. twelve markers. Dave Boone,
The Panthers repelled three line Frank Vana, Jim Wylie, and Dick
plunges but on fourth down Cur- LaPointe are the other Bates
tis bucked over for the score. point getters.
Davis' attempted pass for the exThe tabulation:
tra point was bobbled in the ad- Player, team G TD PAT FG Pis
jacent air by several players.
Cloutier, M 5 4
1
0
26
The loss knocked stumbling Tourse, Ba
4 4
0
0
24
4 3
20
Bates down to a 1-3 record which Smith, C
1
0
A 3
0
0
18
puts them at the doormat among .^igro, C
Jawkes, Bo 4 2
0
1
14
Maine colleges as far as overall Roden, C
2 2
1
0
14
eison records stand. Middlebury Widmer, Bo 4 2
1
0
14
Kingdon, C 4 2
1
0
14
■yd 'heir record to 3-1.
Saunders, C 4 2
0
0
12
.'ivnn, Wyiie, Ellis Shine
2
0
Hanson, M
5
0
12
Once again, guard Jack Flynn Davis, Ba
0
4 2
0
12
3
0
12
4 1
of All-East fame proved himself Cavari, C
0
0
12
5 2
to be an able and willing fellow Bragg, M
4 1
1
0
• ouai J3ci
8
by participating 60 minutes under Fillback, C
4 1
1
0
8
the raw, rainy elements. Captain Miles, M
5 0
5
1
8
0
7
1
Jim Wylie and tackle Dick Ellis Gardner, Bo 4 1
0
Davidson, C 4 1
0
6
also contributed efforts which Champeon,
M 5 1
0
0
6
were above the ordinary.
Wheeler, M 5 1
0
0
6
0
0
5 1
6
Field general Davis clicked on White, M
0
0
6
only seven of 21 passes as his tar- Streeter, M 5 1
^risko, M
5 1
0
0
6
gets failed to hold the slippery Kennedy, Bo 4 1
0
0
6
pigskin.
Freshman
halfback Brone, Ba
0
0
6
4 1
0
0
6
Dougie Memery carried seven E. Burke, C 4 1
M 5 0
1
0
2
times for 39 yards to pace the DesRoches,
0
Wylie, Ba
4 0
1
2
Bates ground game.
LaPointe, Ba 4 0
1
0
1

Panthers Nip Garnet, 14-6
As Atkinson Scores Twice
Middlebury fullback Dick Atkinson scored twice last Saturday
to defeat a hapless Bates eleven,
14-6. A Panther Parents' Day
crowd of 2,750 saw numerous
routine catches and potential
scoring threats butter-fingered
by the nervous, green Bobcats.
The game was played in a steady
drizzle at Middlebury's picturesque Porter Field.
Interception Sets Up T.D.
The 2151b Atkinson hammered
over from the one midway in the
second period for Middlebury's
first score. The touchdown capped
a 41-yard drive which started
when halfback Miles Hubbard intercepted a Bobcat pass.
End Gil Owens fetched signal
caller Christ Morse's aerial for
the two point conversion.
Panthers Tally Clincher
The deciding touchdown came
midway in the third period when
Atkinson battered over from the
five. The 44-yard march was
covered in only six plays. A 24yard pass from Morse to Owen
ate up a major share of the
ground.
Curtis Caps Long Drive
The Bobcats scored their only
touchdown in the final period
when freshman halfback John
Curtis dove over from the one.
The Bobcats showed surprising
potential in this battering ground
offense which covered 96 yards.
The Garnet started moving
midway through the first period

Hotel ELM
CHICKEN - CHOPS

Steaks -

Lobsters

Parties - Banquets - Receptions
Parking, Mun. Lot, Rear Hotel

WANTED
Associate
THEATRICAL AGENT
To Book Bands and
Shows on Campus
Write to
JOHN E. O'DONNELL
THEATRICAL AGENCY
234 Middle St., Portland, Me.

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Shacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

The Bates Bobcats will play host to the powerful Maine
Black Bears this Saturday capping the College's annual
Homecoming festivities. Saturday's game also marks the
opening of State Series competition in which Maine is heavily
favored to take this year s»
Head coach Robert Hatch made
crown. Kickoff time is scheduled
three changes in the starting line
for 1:30 p.m.
Welch, Violette Lead Leitermen against Middlebury, inserting
The Garnet, after winning the senior end Vince DiGangi, freshseason's opener against Union, men tackle Howie Vandersea,
have suffered three straight set- j and guard Dick Jeffers. Jeffers
backs at the hands of Tufts, Wor- ' replaced the injured Don Morcester Tech and last week to ton- wno is through for the seaMiddlebury 14-6, are faced with son due t0 a severe knee injury,
the task of trying to contain the I Tne remaining starting line constrong up-staters and avenge last sists of Captain Jim Wylie at the
opposite flank position, junior
year's 40-0 shellacking.
lettermen Dick Ellis at the other
The Black Bears with sixtackle, senior guard and lineteen returning lettermen inbacker Jack Flynn, a stickout all
cluding All-Maine tackle
season long, and rugged Bill
Harold Violette and Halfback
Hayes at center. Dick Gurney,
Co-Capt. John Welch present
John Belmont and Arch Galloa formidable problem to the
way head a strong set of re'Cats. This year Head Coach
serves.
Harold Westerman has come
up with a twenty year sophoGarnet Mistakes Costly
more "find" in halfback
The seasoned Bears' line, led
Dave Cloutier, who scored
by tackle Harold Violette and
both touchdowns in last
end Maurice Dore, includes Don
week's loss to the UConn
Streeter at right end, Dick
Huskies, 18-15. Backfield coach
Leadbetter at tackle, Jim Cutler
Walter Slovenski had nothand Dick Pottle holding down the
ing but praise for the Black
guards slots and 228 pound Ron
Bears after watching thenCaseldon at center. All of these
loss Saturday. "There's a
men are previous letter-winners.
strong ball club with plenty
Mistakes which have been
of speed and depth," Slovencostly to the Hatchmen in preski noted.
vious games must be held to a
Depth In Backfield
minimum this weekend against
The veteran Maine backfield
the opportunistic Black Bears.
quarterbacked by sophomore sigDespite the mistakes and inexnal-caller Manch Wheeler inperience the Bobcats have demcludes three sport letter-winner
onstrated that they have the maWayne Champeon and Co-Capterial to spring the "Big Surtain John Welch at halfbacks and
prise." The improvement from
Randy White at full. Maine hopes
game to game of freshmen Arch
for the state series title suffered
Galloway, Howie Vandersea and
a jolt last weekend when ChamBill Davis and the steady play
peon sustained a possible fracof Flynn, Wylie, Hayes, Ellis,
ture of the right hand. However,
Tourse and Lersch have lifted
Cloutier's play this year indicates
the spirits of Bobcat supporters.
he should be able to carry the
load should Champeon's injury 'Cats Show Improvement
prove serious. Other top backs
In the Middlebury game, the
include Co-Capt. Bob Bragg, 'Cats were able to put together
Gerry deGrandpre, Dick Drisko, their longest sustained march of
and Art Miles — all proven per- the season, a 96 yard touchdown
formers.
drive, something which they had
Maine Line Vulnerable
been unable to do previously due
The Garnet backfield, paced by to costly errors. Let's hope this
sophmore halfback
Dennis is an omen of things to come.
Tourse, will again be composed of What time would be better than
two sophomores — Tourse and in the opening State Series enfullback Bill Lersch and two counter.
freshmen — quarterback Bill
The probable starting lineups:
Davis and halfback Webb Harri- Bates
Maine
son. Maine must be given the Wylie, le (187) (175) re, Streeter
edge in this department because Belmont, It(210) (223)rt, L.b.ter
of their greater experience.
Flynn, lg (186) (175) rg, Cutler
Both lines average about 195 Hayes, c (190) (228) c, Casselden
Jeffers, rg (200) (175) lg, Pottle
pounds each. It is here where the Ellis, rt (207)
(225) It, Violette
Bobcat rooters' hope for a vic- Gurney, re (180) (185) le, Dore
tory rest. The Garnet line has Davis, qb( 167) (185) qb.Wheeler
both depth and the experience to Harrison, lh(167) (186)lh, Welch
Tourse, rh( 175) (148)rh, Ch'peon
cope with the Mainemen.
Lersch, fb (160) (200) fb, White

Intramural Football
The 1959 Football Intramural
season got off to a roaring start
last week. The J.B. powerhouse
of the A league annihilated hapless Roger Bill by the score of
48-0.
Score At Will
Led by Bob Erdman and Jerry
Feld, they showed no mercy as
they scored almost at will. Bob
had a hand in every touchdown.
The Roger Bill boys, led by Bob
Graves, couldn't get untracked.
The hopes of Smith North of
repeating as champions were
wiped out by Middle's A team.
Led by an ex-Northman, Barry
Gerstein, they knocked out an

18-2 triumph,
South Wins
The North B team also met defeat, this time at the hands of
Smith South. South defeated
them 30-6. Allan Marden was the
big gun as he scored four times.
Teams to watch this fall are
J.B. and Middle in the A league.
In the two B leagues Roger Bill,
South and J.B. loom as contenders.
Schedule — Oct. 21-27:
Wed., J.B. vs. East B-2
Thurs., Middle vs. South B-l
Fri., Roger Bill vs. North A
Mon., Off-Campus vs. West B-2
Tues.,'North vs. Middle B-l
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partments of the Outing Club.
The Outing Club directs the ac(Continued from page three)
tivities of Winter Carnival,
plained. Each year, the coming of Hickories, Hikes and Trips,
spring brings with it council elec- Cabins and Trails, Canoe trips,
tions. Six boys and six girls are and takes part in Back-to-Bates.
elected from each class to serve
on the council for their four Lists Program
Among the scheduled functions
years at Bates. At each function,
a boy and a girl act as directors. of the Outing Club for this year
David Nelson also gave a are Hickories, Ski-Trips, Frosh
break-down of the different de- Open House at Chase Hall, the
Maine Appalachian Trail Conferday's new adventures always in ence, Spring Canoe trips, an outmind, the added appreciation for ing, a song fest, a square dance,
"your own backyard" makes a work projects, mountain' climbs
trip like this summer's an in- and the clambake at Popham
valuable experience.
Beach.

Outing Club

Zerby Trip
(Continued from page five)
Sometimes, if you go to the
other side of the fence and into
your neighbor's yard, your own
home looks much better. When I
saw Ireland in the distance at the
beginning of the trip, I was excited about seeing new places
and comparing them with America. When I saw the tip of Newfoundland off the bow of the
Ascania, I realized how lucky I
am to be able to say that America
is my home.
With the memories of each

DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!
It filters as
no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!

Visitors Favored For
State Series Diadem
Maine will be favored to win
the championship in this year's
State Football Series.
Firing starts Saturday with
the Pale Blues at Bates and Colby at Bowdoin. All State Series
games will start at 1:30 p.m.
Maine Has Quality
State U rates the favorite on
superior numbers alone. As recently as last year, this wasn't
enough. But this is another season and Maine appears to have
the quality and depth. Successive victories over Bates, Colby
and Bowdoin would give Maine
its first outright title since 1955.
Colby won the crown last year
and Maine, Colby and Bates
shared the title in 1957.
As this season got under way,
Coach Harold Westerman said
he needed a center and ends. All
have come in abundance. He said
his team would have more speed
and more daring. True.
Post 1-2-2 Mark
Westerman said his team would
lack experience. They proved it
in losing in the last period to
Massachusetts but learned fast in
the five-game Yankee Conference
leading up to the State Series as
they posted a 1-2-2 record.
Maine has a balanced attack,
with either Art Miles or Manch
Wheeler passing and Bob Bragg,
Wayne Champeon, Randy White,
Dick Drisko, Dale Curry, Dave
Cloutier or any of several others
to drive on the ground.
Roden Finished
Injuries, the source of Coach
Bob Clifford's chief concern during fall practice, struck its cruel
blow to Colby's hopes. The Mules
looked like a different team after a shoulder separation ended
George Roden's football career.
The 175-pound Colby co-captain
was headed for his finest season |
when he was forced to the sideline.
Clifford solved his two early
season problems finding a quarterback and a center. Both Ken
Bee and Kent Davidson handle
the signal-calling nicely. They

pass well and are constant running threats.
Jim Bridgeman and Gerry
Parker have shared the center
spot ably with little to choose
between them.
Nigro Back
Even with Roden out, Colby
with a 2-2 record has a more
than adequate running attack,
with veteran Bob Nigro, Bruce
Kingdon, Cy Theobald and
Wayne Fillback doing most of
the carrying in importance with
Roden inactive.
Despite injury and illness,
Coach Nels Corey put together
a Bowdoin squad that won its
first game in two years and finished four games against tough
opponents without being outclassed by anyone.
Condon To Throw
The Polar Bears aren't a championship team but they could
spring surprises. If he is healthy,
John Condon is an excellent
passer.
Co-captain
Bobby
Hawkes is an outstanding runner
and John Bunnings adds good
power to the backfield.
Ted Garnder, hampered by a
bad ankle through the early
season, should be ready to go all
out in the State Series. He's a
shifty runner and a fine defensive back.
Bowdoin Improved
Corey was worried about his
tackles as the season started. If
Corey is disappointed in the performance of his line, he hasn't
let it show. It can be presumed
afternoons against the likes of
Tufts and Amherst will speed the
development of any line. Bowdoin has developed a 2-2 record
at the expense of Wesleyan and
Williams.
Bowdoin had its only rays of
joy last year when they tied the
Bates Bobcats 14-14 at Garcelon
Field. This year they will go into
the classic contest with a better
record and with the backing of
a Homecoming crowd which
would like nothing more to see
the Polar Bears thump the Cats.
Bowdoin bears watching.

Letter To The Men's Assembly

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth ...
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEW
FILTER

Tareyton
Product of off* almisJM* iAwax*»<£*y>arw ^^^^ dwktxo-is OUT middle nemt <€>*■ T. CoJ

(Continued from page one)
Mayoralty Campaign this year.
At any rate, many feel that there
should be some major social
event in the spring on this campus. A lot depends on you. The
SUi-C and the Mayoralty Committee will be holding a mass
meeting in the near future to
gain some conception of what
you men would like to see here
next spring. So keep it in mind
and come with ideas.
Mentions Loan Fund
In closing, may I remind you
of the Loan Fund recently established in Dean Boyce's office.
I understand that a barrage of

tack-riddlcd dollar bills has recently flooded the Lewiston-Auburn market. Suffice it so say
that Bates men recognize a good
think when they see it and that
the Stu-C has augmented the
supply with $50. A buck in the
hand is worth more than a ten
dollar check that may be lost
in the mail somewhere on its
way.
With that profanation of an
old proverb I sign off, awaiting
your comments and suggestions
as ever.
Peter Bcrtocci,
President,
Men's Student Council

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

' COLLEGE
PHARMACY, Inc.

Modern Cleaners

PRESCRIPTIONS
PROMPTLY FILLED

Campus Agents

"You Rely on Your Doctor
Rely on Us"

BILL LEHSCH
BILL HAYES

143 College St. State 2-3771

